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The human right to liberty in the context of migration governance: some critical remarks on the recent practice in the light of the applicable legal framework

Marcello DI FILIPPO
Professor of International Law, University of Pisa; Coordinator of the Observatory of European Migration Law; Member, IIHL

1. Introduction

In this contribution I will focus on the detention of migrants as a possible restriction to the right to the liberty (or personal freedom) of the concerned persons. There is sometimes confusion between the restriction to freedom of movement within the territory of a single state, internal freedom of movement, and, on the contrary, the restriction to personal freedom or liberty stricto sensu.

Freedom of movement inside the State territory is recognized to any foreigner legally staying (under the human right treaties) and to refugees (in the Geneva Convention). It admits restrictions but it is only partially related to our topic. What I want to discuss here is the basic human right to liberty, which has more solid foundations if compared to the right to freedom of movement within the territory of the State.

It must be admitted that, as happens with comparative constitutional law, international human rights law and international law in general allow for restrictions to personal liberty for reasons different from the commission of a crime, for instance in case of infringement of certain provisions spelled in administrative law, or in case of social dangerousness of the individual concerned. Thus, it is not surprising that restrictions to

---

personal freedom can be adopted also for migration purposes. Nevertheless, some criteria and limits must be respected. Unfortunately, States do not always respect these criteria and limits.

In section 2, I will provide some selected and illustrative examples of international legal provisions dealing with detention of human beings, migrants and foreigners included. A basic feature of their content should be never forgotten: liberty is the rule, detention is the exception, to be handled with care. In section 3, I will propose a focus on the European Union, in consideration of its nature of regional lawmaker and policy actor in migration issues and because of the worrying trends that we are witnessing, where detention seems to be turning into a sort of ordinary device for migration control, well beyond the strict limits foreseen in international human rights law. In section 4 I will devote some remarks to the role of international tribunals and supervisory bodies and to the complimentary (and equally relevant) role that may be played by domestic guarantee institutions (even outside the judiciary) and by other actors. In Section 5 I will try to be a little provocative: even when migratory detention may be legally justified, is there any sense in it? Does it produce results or does it only produce the violation of human rights of the person even though such violation was not intended? Does it even produce a negative effect on the community that should be protected at least according to the public discourse of State authorities? In my opinion, we should not stop at the purely formal aspect. And we should wonder whether sound alternatives to detention and removal are possible and if a vision focussed mainly on restrictive policies is adequate when confronted with the indications contained in the two Global Compacts adopted by the international community in late 2018.

2. The right to liberty and the requirements to fulfil for possible restrictions: freedom must be the rule, detention must remain an exception

The right to liberty is recognized to any human being in numerous treaties on human rights and is confirmed in the constitutional provisions of the vast majority of civilized nations. As a reference yardstick, I will employ here the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), adopted in Rome in 1950, though specifying that other relevant international
provisions follow a comparable approach\(^2\). Article 5 par. 1 ECHR states that «Everyone has the right to liberty and security of person» (emphasis added). It is perfectly clear that no personal condition bears influence on the entitlement to such freedom. Any human being enjoys it, and there is no possibility to distinguish between a regular migrant, a citizen, a foreigner with undefined migratory status and so on.

The quoted provision goes on underlining that «No one shall be deprived of his liberty save in the following cases and in accordance with a procedure prescribed by law». Before recalling the permissible derogation grounds, I want to highlight how exceptions are a *numerus clausus* and must remain exceptions, in the meaning that they must be construed narrowly in order to avoid that the right to personal freedom is deprived of its same essence, as repeatedly underlined by any international court or body monitoring the respect of human rights. Moreover, only a legal procedure can authorize a public authority to adopt restrictive measures, so that any risk of arbitrariness is prevented.

Amongst the grounds for adopting a restrictive measure, Article 5 interestingly lists the «the lawful arrest or detention of a person to prevent his effecting an unauthorised entry into the country or of a person against whom action is being taken with a view to deportation or extradition» (letter f). Thus, custodial measures adopted in the context of fight to irregular migration or stay may be permitted, provided that they are provided by law, adopted according to the proscribed procedure, necessary and proportionate with regard to the aim to prevent an unauthorised entry or to carry out the removal towards another State. These are just minimal guarantees but are extremely important in the light of the trend of many border authorities or police forces to treat irregular migrants as second-class persons.

Article 5 goes further, stating under para. 2 that, «Everyone who is arrested shall be informed promptly, in a language which he understands, of the reasons for his arrest and of any charge against him».

Finally, para. 4 states that «Everyone who is deprived of his liberty by arrest or detention shall be entitled to take proceedings by which the lawfulness of his detention shall be decided speedily by a court and his release ordered if the detention is not lawful.»

This quick reference to international legal standards illustrates how challenging this issue is: nowadays a very fundamental right, a core

heritage of every human being, is put in question by the practice of many States and especially the ones of destination of many migrants. Unfortunately, on this point, the European Union - as I will try to illustrate below, § 3 - is not leading the international community to a higher standard as it does, for instance, in the protection of the environment.

In order to appreciate how crucial the recent developments are, suffice it to recall that the personal liberty of foreigners has usually been restricted in the past mainly during international conflicts (the enemy aliens being subjected to internment or summarily expelled), or by authoritarian regimes. Instead, what we are witnessing today is that consolidated democracies and rich countries (the European ones regrettably staying in the forefront) use with a worrying frequency the instrument of detention of migrants and do not elaborate a sound legislative framework around this choice. On the contrary, they sometimes play with words, preferring to avoid terms equivalent to detention and using instead nouns such as rétention (in French), trattenimento (in Italian), internamiento (in Spanish). Whatever term is employed, what must be kept clear in mind is that the guarantees for personal liberty do apply.

Additionally, in the public discourse we are often witnessing debates where migrants are treated as a monolithic entity. On the contrary, we must distinguish, in order to understand who is caught by the detention apparatus set up for migratory purposes. Most of those arriving irregularly are fleeing their countries under a serious threat to their safety, with no real chance to employ a regular migratory channel. Some of those detained have already stayed in the host country and, upon having unsuccessfully tried to get a refugee status or other protection status, are ordered to leave; some of them have lost their residence permit or other protective status after a period of regular residence; some of them, finally, come from the criminal circuit proper, because in many countries, after having served a criminal punishment a foreigner is automatically expelled from the territory (or expulsion is inflicted as an alternative sanction to detention). So many kinds of individuals stay or may be caught by the detention circuit of migrants. But it does not end here. There can be minors, unaccompanied or travelling with some family member, often after a perilous journey; victims of torture in transit countries or of human trafficking.

\[\text{In a similar vein, see P. Martucci, ‘La detenzione amministrativa dei migranti irregolari. Una questione europea fra sicurezza, emergenza e continuità’, in S. Amadeo, F. Spitaleri (Eds.), Le garanzie fondamentali dell’immigrato in Europa, G. Giappichelli editore, Torino, 2015, p. 325, esp. pp. 330-331.}\]
The presence of asylum seekers, of minors and of other vulnerable persons adds complexity to complexity, given that the grounds for detention and its actual conditions must be matched against (at least) the Geneva Convention on Refugees (1951)\(^4\) and the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child (1989)\(^5\). Finally, the conditions of detention in general must comply with the international provisions on the prohibition of torture, of inhuman and degrading treatments and punishments\(^6\).

\(^4\) According to the prevalent view, Article 31 (1), on non-penalization for irregular entry, might be interpreted as applicable also to administrative detention’s regimes which are not formally qualified as penal sanction. In any case, Article 31(2) underlines that the Contracting States shall not apply to the movements of refugees (coming directly from a territory where their life or freedom was threatened and who enter or are present in their territory without authorization) restrictions other than those which are necessary and that such restrictions shall only be applied until their status in the country is regularized. On this subject, see C. Costello (with Y. Ioffe and T. Büchsel), *Article 31 of the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees*, UNHCR Legal and Protection Policy Research Series, doc. PPLA/2017/01, July 2017, pp. 32-33 (with further references to legal literature and international practice).

\(^5\) In November 2017, two general comments on the rights of migrant children were adopted jointly by the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child and the UN Committee on the Rights of Migrant Workers: see Joint general comment No. 3 (2017) of the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families and No. 22 (2017) of the Committee on the Rights of the Child on the general principles regarding the human rights of children in the context of international migration, doc. CMW/C/GC/3-CRC/C/GC/22; Joint general comment No. 4 (2017) of the Committee on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families and No. 23 (2017) of the Committee on the Rights of the Child on State obligations regarding the human rights of children in the context of international migration in countries of origin, transit, destination and return, doc. CMW/C/GC/4-CRC/C/GC/23.

A peculiar attention to the position of minors and to the need to avoid their detention has been given by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (see *Advisory Opinion OC-21/14*, 19 August 2014, § 154), by the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (see Resolution 2020 (2014) 1, *The alternatives to immigration detention of children*, 3 October 2014), and by UN Special Rapporteur on Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment (see Human Rights Council, *Report of the Special Rapporteur on Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment*, Juan E. Méndez, 5 March 2015, doc. A/HRC/28/68, § 80).


A constant trend emerges from the formulation of international provisions and their interpretation by relevant bodies: liberty is the rule, detention is the exception.

It is worth quoting some passages of the authoritative judgement issued in *Khlaifia* by the Grand Chamber of the European Court of Human Rights, where the case-law of the Strasbourg judges is aptly summarized:

- Article 5 enshrines a fundamental human right, namely the protection of the individual against arbitrary interference by the State with his or her right to liberty. Sub-paragraphs (a) to (f) of Article 5 § 1 contain an exhaustive list of permissible grounds on which persons may be deprived of their liberty and no deprivation of liberty will be lawful unless it falls within one of those grounds. Moreover, only a narrow interpretation of those exceptions is consistent with the aim of that provision, namely to ensure that no one is arbitrarily deprived of his or her liberty (§ 88);

- Article 5 § 1 (f) does not require the detention to be reasonably considered necessary, for example to prevent the individual from committing an offence or fleeing. However, any deprivation of liberty under the second limb of Article 5 § 1 (f) will be justified only as long as deportation or extradition proceedings are in progress. If such proceedings are not prosecuted with “due diligence” or if there is no reasonable perspective of their actual conclusion, the detention will cease to be permissible under Article 5 § 1 (f) (§ 90);

- Where deprivation of liberty is concerned it is particularly important that the general principle of legal certainty be satisfied. It is, therefore, essential that the conditions for deprivation of liberty under domestic

---

7 As for the progressive interpretation adopted in the Inter-American system of human rights protection, see Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, *Human Rights of Migrants, Refugees, Stateless Persons, Victims of Human Trafficking and Internally Displaced Persons: Norms and Standards of the Inter-American Human Rights System*, doc. OEA/Ser.L/V/II.Docs. 46/15, 31 December 2015, pp. 179-191, available at www.oas.org/en/iachr/reports/pdfs/humanmobility.pdf. For space constraints, the following analysis will be limited to the standards developed in the context of the Council of Europe and of the European Union, although it is certain that the discussion of the trends emerging from the Inter-American circle (or possibly even from others, such as the African one) might be extremely interesting and promising.


8 Judgement 15 December 2016, qtd.
law be clearly defined and that the law itself be foreseeable in its application, so that it meets the standard of "lawfulness" set by the Convention, a standard which requires that all law be sufficiently precise to allow the person – if need be, with appropriate advice – to foresee, to a degree that is reasonable in the circumstances, the consequences which a given action may entail (§ 92);

- Paragraph 2 of Article 5 lays down an elementary safeguard: any person who has been arrested should know why he is being deprived of his liberty. This provision is an integral part of the scheme of protection afforded by Article 5: any person who has been arrested must be told, in simple, non-technical language that he can understand, the essential legal and factual grounds for his deprivation of liberty, so as to be able to apply to a court to challenge its lawfulness in accordance with paragraph 4 (§ 115);

- Article 5 § 4 entitles detained persons to institute proceedings for a review of compliance with the procedural and substantive conditions which are essential for the "lawfulness", in Convention terms, of their deprivation of liberty. The notion of "lawfulness" under paragraph 4 of Article 5 has the same meaning as in paragraph 1, such that a detained person is entitled to a review of the "lawfulness" of his detention in the light not only of the requirements of domestic law but also of the Convention, the general principles embodied therein and the aim of the restrictions permitted by Article 5 § 1. Article 5 § 4 does not guarantee a right to judicial review of such a scope as to empower the court, on all aspects of the case including questions of pure expediency, to substitute its own discretion for that of the decision-making authority. The review should, however, be wide enough to bear on those conditions which are essential for the "lawful" detention of a person according to Article 5 § 1. The reviewing "court" must not have merely advisory functions but must have the competence to "decide" the "lawfulness" of the detention and to order release if the detention is unlawful (§ 128);

- The forms of judicial review satisfying the requirements of Article 5 § 4 may vary from one domain to another, and will depend on the type of deprivation of liberty in issue. The existence of the remedy must nevertheless be sufficiently certain, not only in theory but also in practice, failing which it will lack the requisite accessibility and effectiveness (§§ 129-130);

- Article 5 § 4 also secures to persons arrested or detained the right to have the lawfulness of their detention decided "speedily" by a court
and to have their release ordered if the detention is not lawful. Proceedings concerning issues of deprivation of liberty require particular expedition, and any exceptions to the requirement of “speedy” review of the lawfulness of a measure of detention call for strict interpretation (§ 131).

Against this legal background, it appears interesting to devote some attention to the manner in which a regional lawmaker (namely, the European Union) has sought to strike a balance between the individual sphere and the public interest in fighting against irregular immigration and stay.

3. A not-so-exemplary European Union: detention as an “ordinary” device for migration control, rather than an exception to a fundamental right

Coming to the European Union legal order, it is developing in a way that formally tries to respect some of the criteria and limitations that I recalled above. It is of paramount importance that Article 6 of the EU

9 In the light of the foregoing, it appears difficult to reconcile with the ECHR the course of action adopted by Italian authorities in the ‘Diciotti case’, involving the forced permanence of 177 persons for five days on board a ship of the Italian Coast Guard (the Diciotti), anchored in one of the docks of the Italian port of Catania after having participated in a search and rescue operation coordinated by Italy. According to a specialized panel of the Tribunal of Catania, not allowing those persons to disembark and the consequent permanence on board for 5 days amounted to an unlawful restriction of personal liberty and was carried out upon a direct order coming from the Italian Ministry of Interior, without affording the concerned persons any of the procedural guarantees spelled in Article 5 ECHR (or in Italian law). Additionally, it is doubtful that the justification for this measure matches the requisites of necessity and proportionality. For a detailed account of the facts and the prima facie existence of a criminal liability (aggravated kidnapping) for the Ministry of Interior, see Tribunale di Catania (Sezione Reati Ministeriali), Relazione del 7 dicembre 2018, Matteo Salvini, n. 1/18, in Senato della Repubblica, Richiesta di autorizzazione a procedere nei confronti del Senatore Matteo Salvini nella sua qualità di Ministro dell’Interno pro tempore, doc. IV-bis, n. 1, 23 January 2019, p. 3 ff., available at www.senato.it/Web/AutorizzazioniAProcedere.nsf/d1bec5c17bec92ade1257be500450dad/4c5c5e58bd5f9babc125838c00451f60/$FILE/Doc.%20IV-bis,%20n.%201.pdf. For a brief account, see M. Frigo, The Kafkaesque “Diciotti” Case in Italy: Does Keeping 177 People on a Boat Amount to an Arbitrary Deprivation of Liberty?, in OpinioJuris, 28 August 2018, available at http://opiniojuris.org/2018/08/28/the-kafkaesque-diciotti-case-in-italy-does-keeping-177-people-on-a-boat-amount-to-an-arbitrary-deprivation-of-liberty/#comments; M. Savino, The Diciotti Affair: beyond the Populist Farce, in Verfassungsblog, 2 September 2018, available at https://verfassungsblog.de/the-diciotti-affair-beyond-the-populist-farce.
Charter of Fundamental Rights restates the first sentence of Article 5, para. 1 ECHR\textsuperscript{10}. However, looking at certain details and at everyday practice, the European Union and its member States are giving the impression that in their eyes detention is becoming the rule while personal liberty of the migrants is downgraded to exception. This is really worrying. Examples can be drawn by the so-called Return Directive\textsuperscript{11} that applies to any migrant who is subjected to a return or a removal procedure following an expulsion order or even a rejection at the border (except where a Member State avails himself of a derogatory clause). The Directive is based on some key elements:

- Overall mandatory purpose of removing the irregular migrant. Regularization (or “amnesty”) is not expressly prohibited and keeps a possible option for Member States\textsuperscript{12}. However, it must be admitted that the \textit{leitmotiv} of the Directive is the actual implementation of return;

- To this end, possibility of recourse to the detention, up to 6 months, in case of risk of absconding or non-collaboration by the migrant. What risk of absconding means is not specified, and implementation practice shows that the mere fact of being in an irregular migratory status is too often deemed sufficient for national authorities in order to adopt detention measures. Moreover, non-collaboration with public authorities in the context of a sanction procedure - while being an individual right in criminal proceedings owing to the presumption of innocence - turns here (migration-law related procedures) into a justification for the imposition of a penalty (privation of liberty for a prolonged time);

- Detention proper should be a last resort measure, to be implemented if less coercive measures are not available. However, implementation practice does not exploit this possibility in a significant measure (on this point, I will come back below, § 5);

- Detention may be extended up to additional 12 months if removal

\textsuperscript{10} See also Article 52 EU Charter.


\textsuperscript{12} See Article 6(4) of Directive 2008/115, which enables the Member States to grant an autonomous residence permit or other authorisation offering a right to stay for compassionate, humanitarian or other reasons to a third-country national staying illegally on their territory. Similarly, Recital 12 in the Preamble to the Directive states that the Member State should provide third-country nationals who are staying illegally but who cannot yet be removed with written confirmation of their situation.
has still not been possible for lack of cooperation by the migrant or by his/her country of nationality. It is striking that one additional year of detention - a measure that *de facto* amounts to a penal sanction - might be inflicted to the migrant as a consequence of the behaviour of another subject (his-her State), in flagrant contradiction with the basic principle of individual liability¹³;

- Weak provisions on minors (possibly subjected to detention too) and on division between families and other detainees, on time-limits for judicial review and for periodical reviews, on access by lawyers, NGOs, and independent observers.

A similar impression may be drawn from the Reception Directive¹⁴, establishing the reception conditions that apply to asylum seekers pending the examination of the application lodged by them.

The rules that are spelled out in the Directive look oriented towards the guarantee of asylum seekers’ liberty, but in several aspects they are too vague, giving the impression the best from international practice or international developments has not been taken¹⁵. On the contrary, they seem to codify some restrictive views that have been developed by European States¹⁶.

Here is a list of some key (and often worrying) points:

- Member States shall not hold a person in detention for the sole reason that he or she is an applicant. In the same time, when it proves necessary and on the basis of an individual assessment of each case, Member States may detain an applicant, if other less coercive alternative measures cannot be applied effectively;

---


The list of grounds for detention (or for less restrictive measures) is rather long and sometime includes vague formulas, coming to be more permissive for States if compared to the Return Directive (sic!):

- Need to determine or verify the identity or nationality of the applicant;
- Need to determine those elements on which the application for international protection is based, in particular when there is a risk of the applicant absconding;
- Need to decide, in the context of a procedure, on the applicant’s right to enter the territory;
- When he or she is detained subject to a return procedure;
- Threat to national security or public order.\(^\text{17}\)

- No precise time-limits are spelled out for detention, nor for judicial review;
- Possibility for minors to be detained is expressly foreseen, although with some additional guarantees;
- Access to detention facilities is afforded with a ‘strong’ formula to UNHCR but in weaker forms to legal advisors, family members, NGOs: this could impair effective access to justice for review of detention and in general the standard of treatment when detained.

The Dublin III Regulation\(^\text{18}\) recalls the possibility to put asylum seekers in detention, with formulas similar to the ones spelled in the Reception Directive and with a general *renvoi* to its provisions for matters not expressly disciplined in the same Regulation.

To sum up, although the abstract EU rules do not state it clearly, an overall evaluation of the legislative framework and of its implementing practice gives the clear impression that detention is not deemed as an exception (to be handled with much care), being rather a sort of common device of the machinery of migration control.

\(^{17}\) For a contribution to the clarification of these two notions in restrictive terms, see European Court of Justice (Grand Chamber), judgement 15 February 2016, *J.N. v Staatssecretaris van Veiligheid en Justitie*, Case C-601/15 PPU, ECLI:EU:C:2016:84.

It is striking to note that the Return Directive (valid for “normal” foreigners) does not include reasons of public order or security among the permissible ground for ordering or prolonging a detention measure: on this point, see European Court of Justice (Grand Chamber), judgement 30 November 2009, *Said Shamilevich Kadzoev (Huchbarov)*, Case C-357/09 PPU, ECLI:EU:C:2009:741, § 60 and §§ 69-71.

\(^{18}\) Regulation (EU) No. 604/2013 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 26 June 2013 establishing the criteria and mechanisms for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for international protection lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national or a stateless person, OJ 2013 L 180, p. 31.
This conclusion is strengthened by the emphasis which accompanied the reaction in 2015 to the so called “refugee crisis” and to the terrorist attacks in Belgium and France, with the recourse to several measures such as the “hotspot approach” (based on a logic of containment and exclusion of foreigners in the Southern EU Member States) and the militarization of borders.\textsuperscript{19}

4. The role of international and domestic tribunals, specialized bodies and other actors

Against this background and analogous developments in many destination countries (suffice it to think of Australia and US practice) a precious “supplementary role” may be exerted by international bodies (be them courts proper or specialized supervisory organs) when interpreting and clarifying the scope of international legal provisions, which are inevitably abstract and sometimes vague.

In the previous sections many references to various kinds of international documents are included, thus witnessing their valuable contribution. Additionally, they play a pedagogical role towards State authorities and civil society, extremely useful in the current times. So, their binding or soft nature is just one aspect to take into account.

However, one aspect of their action cannot be forgotten: the slowness. Exception made for the urgent procedure of the European Court of Justice (under the preliminary reference competence) and for the interim measures of the European Court of Human Rights (at least, to this author’s knowledge), too often international bodies do not have the capacity to quickly deliver “justice” in cases of unlawful detention of migrants and asylum seekers. International courts and bodies may deal with these complicated issues and they certainly give their contribution but, of course, they are not on the ground and can very rarely give an immediate or quick justice to persons in need of it.

Like in other fields regulated by international law, there is wide room

for an enhanced role of the national judiciary, which can benefit not only of the jurisprudence of specialized supervisory bodies, but also of other material produced by UN bodies (such as, for instance, the UN Working Group on Arbitrary Detention, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Rights of Migrants, etc.), by regional organisations (African Union, Council of Europe, Organization of American States just to name a few), by the ICRC and authoritative NGOs, and by academia.

Moreover, other domestic actors like ombudspersons, national commissions on human rights, parliamentary specialized committees, courts of auditors may play a significant role in enhancing the accountability of executive authorities when dealing with the liberty and the dignity of migrants. Last but not least, an informed public opinion, an organized civil society and an independent media sector all contribute to the actual protection of human rights, migrants’ liberty included.

5. The need to (seriously) explore alternatives to detention, to resume the debate on regularization measures, and to look beyond the pathology of migration governance

The subsequent question is, even admitting that the circuit of detention for migrants has been set up and that it respects all the criteria that I summarily recalled before, does it have any sense? We have a long experience now. In many countries we almost systematically see that detention facilities or detention centres for migrants produce degrading treatments or sometimes even torture, and migrants can develop health problems. There are people who have been detained for quite a long time with little explanation about the future, who develop feelings of anxiety, frustration or depression. The heterogeneity of the people gathered in these centres result in a forced closeness between people who have never in their life spoken to a criminal and those who are used to living at the edge of the law. This can lead to a sort of indirect approach to the criminal circuit for people who were totally alien to it before being confined in such closed premises. Moreover, these places can encourage feelings of radicalization in some migrants. For vulnerable persons (minors, asylum seekers, victims of torture or of trafficking) the above-mentioned risks are even higher, given the frequent lack of dedicated services and structures.

More broadly, many available studies and reports highlight that detention does not prevent irregular arrivals or contribute to a significant success rate in implementing return decisions, while at the same time it
certainly produces the violation of basic human rights and unnecessary pain. Finally, detention of migrants causes high financial costs, in times of State’s budget curtailment.

It is time to seriously explore the alternatives to the detention of migrants. They are encouraged by many legal provisions, non-binding guidelines and reports issued by different international entities, with a constant eye not only to human rights but also to sustainability and practical aspects. The pity is that these options are summarily discarded by many national governments. So, we must go back on that. Just to give an idea of what alternative measures may mean, here is an indicative list: registration with authorities; temporary residence permits; case management or case worker support; alternative family-based accommodation; residential accommodation; open centres or semi-open centres; regular reporting; designated residence; supervision; return counselling; return houses or return centres; bail, bond, guarantor or surety; electronic monitoring. Time has come for a renewed effort for implementing a more nuanced approach, where detention of foreign individuals is not the only option to enforce restrictive migratory policies.

In addition to that, in my opinion we should also go back on the (politically hot) issue of the regularization of migrants, or at least of a part of them. The reason is quite simple: as above emphasized, irregular

---


migrants or foreigners do not all have the same relationship with the host State and do not all pose a threat (or a serious enough one) to public interests. There can be balance-reasoning on this, and distinguishing amongst possible beneficiaries of amnesty measures is perfectly conceivable. This is nothing new: every host country has adopted in its history regularization programs, with different scope and names\(^22\). I do not mean that we must legalise every irregular migrant arriving into or already present on the territory of a State: however, the issue of regularization could be a pragmatic and intelligent way to reduce, at least in part, the problem and to pave the way for an effective integration process\(^23\). Moreover, some form of regularization may be the only option practicable for the host State, whenever removal is technically impossible, as indirectly suggested by the European Court of Justice in *Mahdi*\(^24\).

Finally, all that we are discussing here is greatly rooted in the bad governance of migratory flows. The call for a holistic and balanced migration policy might look naïf to many. Nevertheless, it seems that the international community as a whole (with the regrettable exception of some States) is rightly pointing in that direction, with the adoption in late 2018 of the ‘Global Compact for Refugees’ and of the ‘Global Compact for Safe, Orderly and Regular Migration’.

In the short-term, I strongly hope that detention of any human being returns to being an exception when States implement their migration policies.

---


\(^{23}\) For instance, Article 6(4) of EU Return Directive enables the Member States to grant an autonomous residence permit or other authorisation offering a right to stay for compassionate, humanitarian or other reasons to a third-country national staying illegally on their territory. Similarly, recital 12 in the preamble to the directive states that the Member State should provide third-country nationals who are staying illegally but who cannot yet be removed with written confirmation of their situation.

This collection of contributions made by renowned international experts and practitioners in the field of IHL explores realities and remedies of the deprivation of liberty in armed conflict.

The 41st Round Table on current issues of international humanitarian law (IHL), focused on some of the fundamental themes of international humanitarian law, such as the definition and the existence of a right to detain under customary international law, detention by non-state actors and armed groups, as well as the distinction between the law applicable to detainees in international armed conflict (IAC) and non-international armed conflict (NIAC).

The Round Table provided a forum to discuss other relevant topics including the transfer of detainees and responsibility in case of violations of detainees’ rights, particularly when they occur in multinational operations.

The International Institute of Humanitarian Law is an independent, non-profit humanitarian organization founded in 1970. Its headquarters are situated in Villa Ormond, Sanremo (Italy). Its main objective is the promotion and dissemination of international humanitarian law, human rights, refugee law and migration law. Thanks to its longstanding experience and its internationally acknowledged academic standards, the International Institute of Humanitarian Law is considered to be a centre of excellence and has developed close co-operation with the most important international organizations.